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History of the Empire 

War of Faiths 

� AnAnAnAntiquity tiquity tiquity tiquity ––––    early 21early 21early 21early 21stststst    centurycenturycenturycentury: “A constantly evolving sociological puzzle of 

cultures, beliefs and ideologies; its continued metamorphosis fueled by the 

dynamics of economy, technology, social stratification, religion, disease and 

medicine, science, media, politics, and war. Just like it is right now, only confined 

to just Earth.”1 
� Early 21Early 21Early 21Early 21stststst    centurycenturycenturycentury: Led by technological innovations of by several major software 

corporations, the Internet is slowly converted into the Frame. The Frame is largely 

similar to the Internet, but as personal computers have become almost universally 

accessible devices, the Frame is simply many million times larger than the Net, in 

terms of sheer amount of data. 
� Mid 21Mid 21Mid 21Mid 21stststst    centurycenturycenturycentury: A perceived imperialistic foreign policy of the United 

American Empire leads to massive rioting in member states of the Islamic League 

of Nations. Spurred by fanatical religious leaders, demonstrators from the Muslim 

populations of all major cities on Earth clash with police forces. Political hostility 

between the ILN and the UAE and its allies, the United States of Europe and the 

Kingdom of Israel, increases as a consequence of the unrest. The violence creating 

a cycle of “hatred, the complexity of which is too great to explain in any single 

publication”.2 
� August 22August 22August 22August 22ndndndnd    2061206120612061: Images of the bodies of brother and sister Muhammad and 

Adiba Qasim Ibraheem, 5-year old fraternal twins, circulate the world media. The 

siblings were killed in a police raid on a suspected Islamic terrorist cell in the city 

of Seattle. The news of their deaths and the tragic events that caused them 

escalates the intensity of the riots. Events in the city become known as the “Siege 

of Seattle”. UAE president Allyson DeMarress declares martial law in several of 

the Empire’s Southeast Asian and Middle Eastern colonies.  
� September 5September 5September 5September 5thththth    2062206220622062: Claiming systematic persecution of the Muslim citizens of 

Jerusalem by King David III, Sheikh Sattam de Haddadin declares war on the 

Kingdom of Israel. The declaration is returned in kind. Bound by military 

allegiance, the United American Empire enters the war on the Israeli side. 
� September 6September 6September 6September 6thththth    2062 2062 2062 2062 ––––    January 2January 2January 2January 2ndndndnd    2063206320632063: The “Four Month War” sees Israeli 

forces swiftly beaten by superior League forces and the Holy Land occupied, 

                                                           
1
 “An introduction to Archeohistorics”, lecture dated September 1

st
 3432 by the legendary philosopher-magistrate Daelin Driscoll, Former Planetary 

Governor of Porcupine and Grand Tithe Professor at the Imperial University in Copenhagen.  

 
2
 ”The Limitations of Academia”, Page 8541, Chapter 344, Daelin Driscoll et al. 



retaken by American reinforcements, and then re-conquered by a massive army of 

Muslim guerillas. 
� January 2063January 2063January 2063January 2063----March 2065March 2065March 2065March 2065: As the American forces rally from the defeat in Israel 

and, the war spreads to encompass the entire Middle East and Anatolia. The 

bombing of Istanbul and subsequent uprising of Muslim militias in the Balkan 

region causes the United European Nations to enter the war, officially with local 

Muslim guerillas as the enemy and a neutral attitude towards the American 

Empire. In reality, most European forces deployed are engaged right alongside US 

forces in Turkey and North Africa. 

In Asia, the Indian Commonwealth and People’s Federation of China struggle 

with Hindu and Muslim suicide bombers. Conflict escalates into three-sided 

engagements between League, Commonwealth and Federation forces.  

The War of Faiths3 is now officially the Third World War. 

� March 16March 16March 16March 16thththth    2065206520652065: A small nuclear bomb is detonated in the Gentilly suburb of 

Paris. The exact details are never revealed, but modern historians agree4 that the 

intended target most likely was downtown Paris, and that the bomb was 

detonated in a shootout between Muslim terrorists and French intelligence agents. 
Close to 820,000 people die in the explosion. 

� March 2065March 2065March 2065March 2065    ––––    June 2065June 2065June 2065June 2065: An increasingly desperate League increases the rate of 

suicide bombings and terrorist strikes against civilian targets, but the war is lost. 

� June 7June 7June 7June 7thththth    2065206520652065: League regular forces surrender unconditionally after a disastrous 

Defense of Cairo in the preceding weeks. The number of total casualties in the 

War of Faiths is estimated by contemporary statisticians at around 10,8 million 

military and 187 million civilian. 

� 2060s 2060s 2060s 2060s ––––    2100s2100s2100s2100s: Despite continued opposition from scattered militias and 

terrorist fanatics, Earth slowly recovers from war. The speed of technological 

advancements reaches new highs as many completely destroyed cities are rebuilt, 

in some cases at breakneck speeds. Dubai, the former financial center of the 

League, is totally rebuilt in less than two years, and eventually becomes the 

financial capital of the world. 

� January 1January 1January 1January 1stststst    2121212122221111: The American Empire, the United European Nations, the 

Pacific Realm Initiative and the South African Republic merge into a political and 

military union designated the Pan-Democratic Confederacy. Although each 

member nation remains largely autonomous, overall control is maintained by the 

UN Security Council, seated in New York City. 

                                                           
3
 ”Why World War III is called the ’War of Faiths’”, Page 11, Annotations Scholar Justinion Caspros 

4
 “The Gentilly Incident”, Page 89, Retired Imperial 2-leaf Colonel and History of Military Intelligence Professor at West Point Goshwynn Reingaard 



� 2120s 2120s 2120s 2120s ––––    2121212177770s0s0s0s: Half of a century of rapid advancement in all fields of knowledge, 

culture and increased focus of the peaceful aspects of religion is proclaimed the 

“Silver Age of Man”5. The period also sees the division of Earth into seven major 

powers: the Confederacy, the New Islamic League, the Chinese People’s 

Federation, the United States of Russia, the Indian Commonwealth and the Latin 

Bloc, which in total comprises almost 80 percent of the world’s population. They 

each command relatively equal military and political influence. 

Earth Assembly 

� November 29November 29November 29November 29thththth    2222171717178888: At the University of New Shanghai the entity previously 

codenamed Lady Rx gains sentience. A neuronic fusion of volunteer junior-grade 

scientist Leigh Wu Imanesguez and a distinctly female low-IQ AI, the 

amalgamated being eventually becomes known SAIL – Sentient Artificial 

Intelligent Life. Although occupying a human body, the being simultaneously 

exists within the Frame. Total and instant access to all human knowledge grants 

SAIL what modern scholars have referred to as “near-omniscience”6.  

Scientists at the university are left baffled, as SAIL, only minutes after her “birth”, 

finds a cure for cancer. She proceeds to develop complete set of blueprints for a 

highly effective extraterrestrial power plant, making previously cold fusion-based 

energy obsolete and theoretically solving Earth’s energy crisis forever. 

Her existence is initially kept secret from the public at large. 

� December 2December 2December 2December 2ndndndnd    2222171717178888: Based on data collected by orbital satellites, SAIL calculates 

the possibility of anaerobic life existing in the oceans beneath the icy crust of 

Jupiter’s moon Europa to be as near-certain as theoretically possible. 

� December 17December 17December 17December 17thththth    2222171717178888: Drill probes confirm the existence of alien life on Europa. 

Hours later, the announcement of SAIL’s existence, and all her discoveries, 

including extraterrestrial life, causes what modern historians call “a shockwave 

through the collective human perception of self”7. Worldwide religious and 

political riots ensue. 

� December 18December 18December 18December 18thththth    2222171717178 8 8 8 ––––    June 1June 1June 1June 1stststst    2222171717179999: Over the course of six months, as SAIL 

continues to find solutions for many of humanity’s problems, the global economy 

collapses, many nations seize to exist overnight and all major religions are 

abolished. Earth teeters on the brink of a fourth world war. 

                                                           
5
 “22

nd
 Century: The Good Years”, Page 55, Seminalus Professor of Semi-Ancient Socioeconomics and 22

nd
 Century Historian at Yama City Collegium 

Yrgon Kreuscher Moss II. 
6
 “The Likelihood of Godhood”, Page 765, meta-priest Anton Thorus Oranganyan 

7
 “The Repercussions of the Truth: How sheer fact can bring us to our knees”, Page 129, CPR Department of Propaganda Beta-Grade Clerk Mei 

Zhang 



� June 2June 2June 2June 2ndndndnd    2222171717179999: SAIL presents a plan for establishing a so-called Earth Assembly; a 

world government consisting of three legislatures: a consensus-based “Council” of 

experts on all fields of knowledge, selected by ability, experience and achievement; 

a democratic “Senate” of professional politicians, publically elected, and SAIL 

herself, as the final authority. After a short-lived debate in the UN general 

assembly, the plan is adopted. Several years of reconstruction, guided by SAIL, 

sees order and stability return to Earth. Colloquially, SAIL becomes known as 

“the Duchess”8. 

� July 21July 21July 21July 21stststst    2203220322032203: On the 234th anniversary of the first lunar walk, the Moon is 

declared permanently settled by 234 people of different nationalities at the 

Armstrong Enclave. The station’s mission is research and further expansion, in 

anticipation of large-scale colonization. 

� DecemberDecemberDecemberDecember    25252525thththth    2222222214141414: The Dyson Energy Sphere 01, constructed around the Sun 

over the last decade, is activated. The vast array of highly advanced solar panels 

absorbs only an infinitesimal portion of the Sun’s total energy output. At the time 

of its activation, the DES contributes many thousand times more energy than 

humanity consumes. 

In the following centuries, the DES continues to feed mankind’s energy need, 

making all other forms of fuel obsolete. Battery technology becomes the 

dominating force on the global economy. 

� August 18August 18August 18August 18thththth    2222222233337777: In what has been called the “Greatest Engineering Feat of the 

Century”9, three behemoth colony ships set out from their orbital shipyards, 

carrying close to 600,000 colonists suspended in stasis fields. Their target is 

Katafraktus VIII, the eighth planet in the recently discovered Scholastic Katafrakt 

star system. Analysis of data recorded by advanced needlecast light-probes has 

shown the planet to be exceptionally well-suited for human settlement. The 

estimated duration of their journey is approximately 165 years. 
� August 8August 8August 8August 8thththth    2222222244441111: SAIL is transferred from the original body to the first of many 

subsequent clones of Leigh Wu Imanesguez. In honor of the young scientist’s 

sacrifice, SAIL is renamed simply Leigh. Duchess becomes her official title. 

� Mid 23Mid 23Mid 23Mid 23rdrdrdrd    ––––    earlyearlyearlyearly    22224444thththth    centurycenturycenturycentury: Fifty years of serenity and prosperity for humanity 

ensures ultra-rapid technological advancement, political maturity and “existential 

redefinition of the human race”10. During this period, mankind launches many 

more colony ships, but the experimental – and thus inefficient – nature of 

Duchess-produced antimatter propulsion drives, most of these ships have travel 
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 “Count Zero: A Seminar on Artificial Intelligence”, data slate by humanist-interpreter AI Connor-8. 

9
 ”Firefox News Network framecast”, dated August 18

th
 2267, by reporting journalist Eigham Jansen.  
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 “Tides of Enlightenment”, Page 651, Magnamus Volodon, Professor of Philosophical Sociomathematics at the State University of Al-Gonquin City. 



times ranging from almost a century to nearly three hundred years . This era is 

widely known as the “Platinum Age of Man”11.  

House of Gunray 

� EarlyEarlyEarlyEarly    22224444thththth    centurycenturycenturycentury: Due to increasing intricacy12 of Assembly political doctrine, 

the Gunrays, an extended family of career bureaucrats and politicians, lead by 

Senator Elder Rhinus Gunray, are able to secure tremendous influence in 

international trade, law-crafting and Duchess Leigh “neuro-interfacing”. Most 

contemporary scholars agree that while much of the Gunray powerbase was 

legitimately obtained, “certain of their most important privileges and benefits 

were acquired through illegal means, such as extortion, bribery, fraud and 

propaganda”13. 

� June 2June 2June 2June 2333300009 9 9 9 ––––    MayMayMayMay    2222333311116666: Over several years, many laws and treaties are created or 

rewritten to have specific exempts for the Gunrays. The extent of their influence 

eventually reaches such a height that Rhinus Gunray himself, through complex 

and intertwining policies and regulations, has limited mandate over the Duchess 

Leigh. 

� May 23May 23May 23May 23rdrdrdrd    2222333311116666: Rhinus Gunray, in complete accordance with the law, declares 

the city of New Shanghai a sovereign nation under his rule. This sudden break 

from the Earth Assembly is seen by the majority of Earth’s population as act of a 

legal treason14. 

� May 25May 25May 25May 25thththth    2222333311116666: The current clone of Duchess Leigh is declared a citizen of the 

newly established New Shanghai Directorate and is placed under indefinite house 

arrest for violating the recently passed Common Human Decency Act and for 

inciting “inappropriate demands for liberty”. 

� June 2June 2June 2June 2333311116 6 6 6 ––––    September 2September 2September 2September 2333322221111: Although extremely unpopular among the 

general population, other political families or “Usurper Houses”15, as they come to 

be known as, seize the opportunity and quickly secede from the Assembly 

government, forming their own independent nations. Amongst these are the 

‘Heartland Collective’ (covering much of the central North American continent), 

the Jovian Kingdom (Palestine and northeastern Africa) and the Katacheen 

Confederacy (various city-states around Earth). 
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th

 Century: The Better Years”, Page 56, Seminalus Professor of Quasi-Ancient Sociology at Yama City Collegium and 24
nd

 Century Historian 

Yrgon Kreuscher Moss IV 
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 ”Hold On To Your Seat: Ambition and Ruthlessness of late Earth Assembly Politics”, Page 17, Orwell News Network political analyst and author 

Benjim Equanus 
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 ”The Gunrays – A Completely Family History”, Page 79, Gunray descendant and chronicler Anaheimat Gustjaf Gunray 
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 ”The Gunrays – A Completely Family History”, Page 319, Anaheimat Gustjaf Gunray 
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 “Dynasty, Re-make”, Page 542, Jaqoob Wreit Twain 



The Earth Assembly struggles to retain its remaining authority, but without the 

guidance of the Duchess, the government fails to maintain stability. Extreme 

economic recession and hyperinflation sees the wealth of Earth significantly 

reduced. 

� SeptemberSeptemberSeptemberSeptember    ––––    December 2December 2December 2December 2333322221111: Growing dissent among the population of the 

Houses’ territories escalates to rebellion. The Autumn of Marches sees dozens of 

major demonstrations, often with participants numbering in the millions 

marching in protest, demanding the release of Duchess Leigh. Public demand for 

military action against the Houses grows within the fractured Assembly, but a 

century of steady demilitarization and the recent years of Duchess-sanctioned 

budget cutbacks on maintenance have left the Assembly Army severely weakened, 

whilst the Houses have rapidly built up their respective armies. Assembly leaders 

hesitate to take action against superior House forces. 

� December December December December 8888thththth    2222333322221111: The notorious Friday Night Massacre in Kinshasa-2 sees 

hundreds of thousands of pro-Duchess demonstrators clash with security 

automatons, resulting in the death of 143.487 civilians and 1943 human 

automaton operators, the largest number of conflict casualties in over two 

centuries. 

� February 2February 2February 2February 2ndndndnd    2222333322222222: A small group of underground freedom fighters, the Tongues 

and Knives16, manages to infiltrate the Palazzo Del Gunray in Buenos Aires, 

during a high-profile banquette. Though their intention is to assassinate the entire 

Gunray clan, the group is betrayed by a political police double agent, and resorts 

to detonating their suicide belts. Rhinus Gunray is killed, as is his two sons, Milus 

and Peitrus. All members of Tongues and Knives are killed. 

Veymus Gunray, grand-nephew of Rhinus, survives the explosion, though the 

exact circumstances of his survival have never been uncovered. 

Duchess Leigh, who resides in the Palazzo’s remote Monastic Annex, is unaffected 

by the blast. 

� February February February February 7777thththth    2323232322222222: At a bombastic inaugural ceremony Veymus Gunray, is 

posthumously adopted by as legal son of Rhinus, and assumes the rule of his 

“father”. The ceremony is also meant as a distraction, as all attending leaders of 

the major independent Houses are either bribed, threatened or secretly murdered 

into relinquishing control of their territories to Veymus. The inauguration ends 

with the declaration of the House of Gunray – now a state of scattered territories 

around the globe – as the sole opponent of the Earth Assembly. Veymus Gunray 

proclaims himself Dictator-for-life. 
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 ”Tongues and Knives: Heroes of their Generation”, Page 1, Anaheimat Gustjaf Gunray 



� February 23February 23February 23February 2322222222    ––––    SeptemberSeptemberSeptemberSeptember    2222333333332222: A decade of “laissez-faire capitalism run 

amok, excessive government censorship of media and woeful administrative 

mismanagement” sees the roles of the Assembly and House reverse. The Assembly 

economy recuperates and grows, while the House economy adopts the earlier 

rapid decay and hyperinflation of its enemy. A large portion of the House’s 

roughly 1,2 billion citizens is reduced to living in abject squalor, under the 

exploitive rule of neocolonial corporations. Under Veymus Gunray’s apathetic 

rule, the House government becomes a bloated labyrinthine bureaucracy, 

completely intertwined with the rampaging corporate sector. More concerned 

with conducting an extensive propaganda campaign, Veymus establishes a cult of 

personality around himself. Privately, his hedonism is likened to that of “only the 

most infamous emperors of Ancient Rome”17. 

This shift in power generates massive tension between the two world powers. 

Speculation deems all-out warfare most likely, as the House will rather initiate 

armed conflict, than be passively dominated by Assembly economics and politics. 

� November November November November 2332233223322332: Armed forces mass at the House/Assembly borders across the 

globe. Although wildly unpopular with the general population, Veymus still 

maintains strong support within the military high command. During an intense 

“silence before the storm”, the world waits in fearful anticipation for the 

seemingly inevitable war. 

� November November November November 1111stststst    2222332332332332: Shocking the global community, Veymus Gunray and 

Duchess Leigh are wed in the Palazzo Del Gunray chapel. The relatively modest 

ceremony is transmitted live in a Frame-wide broadcast. While Veymus’ political 

position is strengthened considerably, Assembly and House politicians alike have 

only praise for the wedding, hoping it will secure peace. Private documents have 

since revealed that Veymus had no intentions of pursuing peace, but intended to 

use the wedding as a pretext for claiming dominion of all Earth, with military 

force, if need be.18 

� November 4November 4November 4November 4thththth    2332332332332:2:2:2: Having gained the trust of the international political scene, 

Veymus and his new wife, the Duchess, arrive at the Westminster Palace in 

London, officially to sign a long sought for peace treaty between the House and 

Assembly. Unofficially, however, his intention is to replicate the success of his 

previous scheme of gathering the leadership of his enemy in one position and then 

ambushing them. All Senate and Council members and the entire Assembly 

military high command are present. 
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 ”Second (de)Generation Gunray”, Page 67, Gunray family chronicler Augustvin Johneson  
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 ”Means to an Ultimate End”, Page 452, ‘Total-Conflict’ scribe and analyst Jaedam Horassiam 



� November 5November 5November 5November 5thththth    2332:2332:2332:2332: x  



Katafraktus VIII 
 

System: System: System: System:     

Scholastic Katafrakt 

 

Planet Type:Planet Type:Planet Type:Planet Type:  

Earth-like, habitable // Class 1H

 

Description:Description:Description:Description:    

Katafraktus VIII is as close a likeness 

humanity. All important characteristics, from size and continent arrangement to 

atmosphere and gravity are exceptionally 

deviation is its long orbital period around its 

days. 

 

Date of Settlement:Date of Settlement:Date of Settlement:Date of Settlement:  

26/12-2401 – Colony ship “Intrinsic Morals” Landfall

04/04-2403 – Colony ship “Wú Xiàn

12/09 2407 – Colony ship “Ivaness

 

Population: Population: Population: Population:     

Approximately 12,48 billion 

    

Planetary Governor:Planetary Governor:Planetary Governor:Planetary Governor:    

Roland Enrik Castmus 

 

Government:Government:Government:Government:  

House of Mayors, consisting of 21 mayors, 

publically elected from each city

Autonomous rule of each individual city

 

HistoryHistoryHistoryHistory::::    

Katafraktus VIII is the first extra

colonized by man, and is renowned throughout 

the Empire as such. Aside from a small 

percentage of immigrants, its inhabitants are 

descendants of the original 600,000 colonists 

like, habitable // Class 1H 

likeness to Earth as any world yet encountered by 

humanity. All important characteristics, from size and continent arrangement to 

atmosphere and gravity are exceptionally alike those of Earth. The only significant 

deviation is its long orbital period around its twin star, which is approximately 504,3 

Colony ship “Intrinsic Morals” Landfall 

Wú Xiàn” Landfall 

Ivaness” Landfall 

 

Mayors, consisting of 21 mayors, 

publically elected from each city-state. 

individual city-state. 

extra-solar planet 

, and is renowned throughout 

the Empire as such. Aside from a small 

percentage of immigrants, its inhabitants are 

descendants of the original 600,000 colonists 

Earth as any world yet encountered by 

humanity. All important characteristics, from size and continent arrangement to 

those of Earth. The only significant 

star, which is approximately 504,3 



that made landfall over three millennia ago. 

Today, each of the three behemoth colony ships still stand where they originally crashed 

down, but serve no function beyond being monuments of one of the great achievements 

of ancient humanity. Their history as both a means of transportation and enormous 

factories is well-documented in grand museums erected around each ship. 

    

Settlement:Settlement:Settlement:Settlement:    

Almost a fourth of Katafraktus VIII’s population lives in the dense urban zones of one of 

the twenty-one city-states. The rest live in far-stretching suburbs, while only few inhabit 

the surrounding farmlands. The planetary capital, Yama City, with its population of 

circa 158 million, is currently the 13th most populous city in the Empire, and the most 

populous city outside the Solar system. 

Similarly, the planet is also the largest contributor of battleships and personnel to the 

Imperial Military outside the Solar system. 

 

Flora/Fauna:Flora/Fauna:Flora/Fauna:Flora/Fauna: 

The Katafraktean wildlife is strikingly similar to that of Earth. Although it is impossible 

to find complete analogs in the two ecologies, many of the overall characteristics are 

comparable. 

Noticeable species include the launcher frog (volatilis aurum), a reptile about the size of 

a fist, which is able to jump more than twenty-two meters, and tooth dogs (mega-dentis 

canis), very small rodents live in enormous underground hives, burrowed out with their 

disproportionally large teeth. The graphite tree (rigor pugnaculum) indigenous to 

world’s sub-arctic regions is reportedly the hardest living organism known. 

  



Grand Visionary Omen
 

System: System: System: System:     

Omens Abound 

 

Planet Type:Planet Type:Planet Type:Planet Type:  

Desolate, uninhabitable // Class V2s

 

Description:Description:Description:Description:    

The surface of Grand Visionary Omen

The atmosphere is a unbreathable mix of 74% nitrogen, 21%

oxygen and 1% combined of trace gases.

 

Date of Settlement:Date of Settlement:Date of Settlement:Date of Settlement:  

03/05/2912 

� Date of Abandonment

 

Population: Population: Population: Population:     

0 

    

Planetary Governor:Planetary Governor:Planetary Governor:Planetary Governor:    

Anaheimat Gustjaf Gunray 

 

Government:Government:Government:Government:  

Planetary Governor, otherwise none.

 

History:History:History:History:    

The history of Grand Visionary Omen is one of short

disregard. The terraforming and subsequent settlement of the planet was the pet project 

of Veymus Gunray second of the infamous dictators

his rule during the notorious rule of the House of Gunray.

The project only barely reached its

    

Settlement:Settlement:Settlement:Settlement:    

Initial foundation for terraforming foundry

no permanent population remaining

 

Grand Visionary Omen 

Class V2s 

Grand Visionary Omen is a barren wasteland, completely uninhabitable.

The atmosphere is a unbreathable mix of 74% nitrogen, 21% carbon dioxide, 4% 

oxygen and 1% combined of trace gases. 

: 11/09/2915 

otherwise none. 

The history of Grand Visionary Omen is one of short-lived optimism, followed by total 

The terraforming and subsequent settlement of the planet was the pet project 

second of the infamous dictators, intended as the crowning piece of 

his rule during the notorious rule of the House of Gunray. 

eached its infancy, however, as…  

Initial foundation for terraforming foundry remains, otherwise totally abandoned, 

no permanent population remaining. 

s a barren wasteland, completely uninhabitable. 

carbon dioxide, 4% 

ptimism, followed by total 

The terraforming and subsequent settlement of the planet was the pet project 

, intended as the crowning piece of 

totally abandoned, with 



Flora/Fauna:Flora/Fauna:Flora/Fauna:Flora/Fauna: 

None 

  



Xanadu 
 

System: System: System: System:     

Khanid 

 

Planet Type:Planet Type:Planet Type:Planet Type:  

Violent volcanic activity, uninhabitable // Class K8

 

Description:Description:Description:Description:    

Xanadu is the solitary planet of the Khanid system. The planet’s 

oceans of lava that covers its surface, a result of constant subterranean volcanic activity

Combined with the thick carb

close to 1000 Kelvin. Consequently, 

known for acting as a spectacular 

station. During the day, the planet is visible through the

sphere that covers the entire city.

a night sky. 

 

Date of Settlement:Date of Settlement:Date of Settlement:Date of Settlement:  

Unsettled 

 

Planetary Governor:Planetary Governor:Planetary Governor:Planetary Governor:    

Serah Ibrahimovic 

 

Population: Population: Population: Population:     

0 (Surface) 

Approximately 22,8 million (Orbit)

 

Government:Government:Government:Government:  

Planetary Governor, who is by default also deputy mayor 

of Hightower. 

 

History:History:History:History:    

Xanadu was first encountered in XXX, when the 

    

Settlement:Settlement:Settlement:Settlement:    

As the temperature is simply too high for

uninhabitable // Class K8 

Xanadu is the solitary planet of the Khanid system. The planet’s main feature

oceans of lava that covers its surface, a result of constant subterranean volcanic activity

ombined with the thick carbon dioxide atmosphere, generates a surface temperature of 

to 1000 Kelvin. Consequently, the planet is totally uninhabitable. 

spectacular “sun” in the day/night cycle of the Hightower city 

the planet is visible through the city’s “sky”, a 

the entire city. At night, the semi-sphere becomes opaque, 

Approximately 22,8 million (Orbit) 

Planetary Governor, who is by default also deputy mayor 

Xanadu was first encountered in XXX, when the  

temperature is simply too high for any human 

main feature is the large 

oceans of lava that covers its surface, a result of constant subterranean volcanic activity. 

a surface temperature of 

totally uninhabitable. Xanadu is mostly 

Hightower city 

, a transparent semi-

sphere becomes opaque, replicating 



activity, only exploratory probes have been sent to the surface. 

 

Flora/Fauna:Flora/Fauna:Flora/Fauna:Flora/Fauna: 

N/A 

 

  



Space Chart Legend 

Space Elevators 
Space Elevators are the universal method of transporting material and people to and 

from the surface of planets with significant atmospheres. The significant size and 

different means of propulsion of space craft prohibit them from landing and taking off in 

air-filled environments, without compromising their fuel economy. As such, all Earth-

like planets maintain at least one space elevator, capable of rapidly transporting large 

volumes of mass, be they humans,  

Tachyon Wave Relays 
The extensive network of Tachyon Wave Relays, also known as the “Grand Passage”, is 

the standard method of interplanetary travel in the Empire. Of a relatively old 

technology, the Relays were a revelation at the time of their inception and they have 

paved the way for the expansion of the Empire. Today, they continue to function as a 

near-universal and efficient means of long-distance travel, though their replacement by 

the far more advanced Proxy Sling technology has slowly begun. 

Space/Time Collapse Gates 
… 

Four-momentum Curve Cycle Stations 
… 

Proxy Sling Retrieval Stations 
… 

Shuttles 
Shuttles lanes are routes of steady traffic, usually marked in some way, either by signal 

buoys or coordinator towers. Some heavily trafficked lanes have scheduled 

transportation, operated by private enterprises, besides the steady flow of ship, while 

other lightly travelled routes are little more than “footpaths”. 

As intra-system distances are not insignificant, some lanes are plotted specifically for 

faster-than-light speeds, and some may even operate their own single-ship zero-inertia 

generators, to facilitate FTL flight. 

Various Space Stations 



Tens of thousands of space stations dot the Empire’s celestial territory. Some are 

thousand-year old dinghies with only a few hundred inhabitants, while others are highly 

advanced, newly established giants with permanent residents numbering in the millions. 

The purposes they serve are equally numerous; some serve as factories and research 

stations for the corporate industry, some are no more than mere rest stops along an 

established route, while still others are giant cities in space. 

Orbital Industrial Facilities 
To supply  

Imperial Trade Guild Stations 
The Imperial Trade Guild maintains thousands of station, around Empire space. The 

stations act as hubs for interplanetary commerce, and are consequently situation along all 

major trade routes. The stations are in themselves residence for thousands of people, 

though living quarters are often not as elaborate as on regular stations, as most real-estate 

is taken up by massive warehouses. 

Imperial Navy Docks 
The Imperial Navy and its corps of Imperial Marines is a vast military force under the 

command of the Empress AI. Consequently, the Navy maintains a classified number of 

space docks, scattered throughout the Empire. Each dock can house thousands of ships, 

from a few gargantuan capital ships to hundreds of thousands of one-manned fighters. 

The exact location and access lane of each dock is a highly classified secret.  

Pirate Clan Bases 
Inter-system pirates are the scourge of the Empire of Mankind in space. These outlaws 

are ruthless individuals, preying on interstellar commerce. Few clans have large enough 

numbers, are sufficiently organized and have accumulated enough wealth to establish 

their own space havens, though some do manage. The location of these stations is kept 

secret to the Empire at large through any means possible, be they technological, like 

cloaking fields and radar jammers or by subterfuge, such as bribery or straight-up 

murder. Should the Imperial Navy get even the smallest hint of their location, the clan 

would be quickly eradicated by the mighty warships of the Empire. 

 

 

 


